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ON 

HOW THE INTERNAL REVEM? SERVICE SELECTS 

AND AUDITS IF!DIVIDUAL IIKOYE TAX RETURNS 

Mr. Chairman and f+emhers of the Subcommittee: 

Our testimony deals with the reviews we made of how IRS selects 

and audits individual income tax returns. Our reviews, undertakep at 

the request 5f the Joint Comnittee on Internal Revenue Taxation, re- 

sulted in two reportsp one cn the selection process dated November 5, 

1976, and one on the audit process dated December 2, 1976. 

The digests of both reports are attached to my statement. Details 

of the selection and audit pro cesses are descrjbed in the two reports. 

Our statement highlights some of the major issues and problem areas in 

these processes. 
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Probably no Government activity affects more people than the collection 

of taxes. Thus, it ic vital that the process be fairly and equitably 

administered. 

Ne had one fundamental question in mind in undertaking these reviews: 

Co IRS' procedures for se!ecting and auditing individual income tax returns 

generally protect taxpayers against abuse and control against unpiarranted 

tax assessments? Based on our review, the answer is yes. That does not 

mean, however, that IRS callnot improve its procedures for both selecting 

and auditing individual tax returns. 

Returns can Le audited by IRS service centers, where taxpayers 

file their returns, or by local district offices, where taxpayers have 

most of their direct contact with IRS. Of the 3.2 million individual 

income tax returns audited in fiscal year 1975, 42 percent were audited 

by service centers ar,d 58 znt were audited by district offices. 

SERVICE CENTER MJDITS 

pow are tax returns selected for audit at a service center? Nest 

returns audited by IRS's 10 service centers are selected for audit 

because they involve relatively simple and readily identifiable problems 

that usually can be resolved by correspondence between the taxpa;fer and 

IRS. Nany are selected because they have a special feature such as a 

deduction not permitted by law or the questionable use of the head of 

household tax rate. 

Procedures for selecting tax returns for audit at a service center 

adequately protect against abuse in the selection process. Nest of the 

returns and audit issues are identified by the computer or individuals 
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who have nothitig to do with the audit process. MOt-2CWfY) the criteria 

for selecting returns for service center audit art! usually so specific 

that jutigment plays only a minor role. In some cases, someone has to 

decide which returns and which issues on those returns sheuid be auditea 

but in those instances the decisions are made by someone other than the 

person who will be responsible for auditing the return. 

Once a return is selected for service center audit, how does the 

audit proceed? Generally, service center audits involve c:er,ding the 

taxpayer a letter which notifies him of the problem the C:-rvice has 

with his return, advises him of the impact of the proble- on his tax 

liability, and tells him what to do if he agrees or disagrees with 

IRS' finding. If the taxpayer agrees the audit is closed: if he disagrees 

he can 

--submit information to support his contention which the 
service center staff will evaluate; 

--request the case be transferred to a district off'ce for 
examination; or 

--take advantage of his appeal rights provided for by IRS 
procedures. 

$enerally, we found no major problems with IRS' audit of individual 

tax returns at service centers. We concentrated our efforts on audits 

completed under the "unallowablcs" program because that program accounted 

for over 70 percent of all service centers audits in 1975. Under this 

program items on tax returns which appear to be unallowable by law--such 

as utility taxes and gambling losses ir. excess of winnings--are identified 
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during initial processing of the return and are corrected through 

correspondence with the taxpayer. Some unallowabl-e items are identified 

by IRS employees r:hi?c others are computer identified. 

& noted one basic problem with audits done under the unallowab!es 

program--service center personnel were sometimes making erroneous 

tax adjustments and taxpayers were agreeing to them. About 6 percent of 

the cases examined under this program at the two service centers where 

tie did our work--Kansas City and Pemphis-- involved tax ad,justment errors 

by service center staff. This is a significant error rate when you 

consider that most taxpayers in our sample who were overassessed because 

of a service center error agreed with the erroneous adjustment. IRS 

does have a quality review program by which it tries to minimize erroneotiz 

adjustrents. Although quality review statistics indicate that error rates 

are decreasing, not all errors can be caught by quality revi+/. Thus, 

some taxpayers may still be agreeing to erroneous adjustments. 

To improve this situation, we recorzended that IRS revise the form 

letter it uses to let taxpayers know that they have certain unaliowable 

items on their returns and how correction of those items affects their tax 

liabilities. As written, the letter gives taxpayers the impression that 

they can do little about IRS' change. He recommended that IRS revise the 

letter to make it clearer that taxpayers can do something if they thinic 

IRS is Krong. IRS agreed to that recommendation. 

DISTRICT OFFICE AUDITS 

The process for selecting and auditing individual tax returns at 

IRS' 58 district offices is more complicated and Lnerefore resuited in 

more problems that we believed needed correcting. 
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Most returns audited by the district offices involve issues that 

are not as readiiy identifiable or as easi?y resoived as those audl.lad 

by service centers. Some returns may be randomly sclected for district 

office audit in connection with special research programs while others 

may be specifically selected for any number of reasons, A return may be 

selected, for example, if it has a special feature that IRS is looking 

for, such as an unscrupulous Preparer. Most returns, however, are selected 

for district office audit because IRS h3s determined, through computers, 

using sophisticiated mathematical formulas, that a return has good audit 

@entiai. This computerized system is called the discriminant function 

system, or DIF for short. Of the jeturns audited by district offices in 

fiscal year 1975, 69 percent were selected through DIF. 

In most cases, decisions to select. returns for audit are made by 

someone other than the person who will be auditing the return, which 

greatly limits the chances for abuse. 

There iz one notable exception however. Ten percent of the returns 

audited by district offices !;I fiscal year 1975 were selected directly 

by the examiner because he had determined that he needed to audit a 

return filed by a taxpayer for years other than the one being audited 

or a return filed by another taxpayer that might have a bearing on the 

return being aud;ted. The requisition prepared by an examiner to get 

these returns contains no written explanation as to why he needs the 

return and thus gives management little basis for evaluating that need. 

We recommended that IRS require its exadners to provide written 

IRS did not agree to make any immed iate changes but said 

the matter. 

explanations. 

it vrould review 
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CIdequacy of DIF 

Since about 70 percent of’ the returns audited by “Lhe district 

offices are selected for audit tFtraugi$ IRS' PIF system, t;e concentrated 

on that system during our review. To facilitate this portiai; of our 

testimony. we have prepared a flow chart that deducts this process. 

With your permission, !'lr. Chairman, I would iike to have the chart 

inserted in the record at this aoint. 

- 
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The Prccess begins with IRS’ Taxpayer Compliance Measurement 

Program--known as TCIPF. TCKP is a program for measuring and evaluating 

taxpayer compliance characteristics through specialized audits of 

randomly selected returns. IRZ uses the data compiled from these audits 

to develop the mathematical formuias that the computer uses to assign 

weights to certain return characteristics. The sum of the variotis weights 

for a particular return represents the DIF score of that return. lhe 

higher the score, the greater the probability that an audit of that 

return will resuit in a tax change. 

All individual income tax returns are scored in this manner. 

Different DIF formulas are used depending on the amount of adjusted gross 

income shown on the return and depending on whether the taxpayer had any 

business income. 

If a return's DIF score is higher than the national cutoff score 

established by JRS headquarters, it is included in the inventory of 

returns available for audit under the DIF system. If its score is belcvr 

the cutoff, the return will not be selected for audit under DIF but may 

still be selected for SC. 2 other reason. Periodically, a district will 

order DIF returns for audit. It may order, for example, 500 medium 

inccme non-business returns in which case it-will receive the 500 

highest scored tax returns in that ciass filed by taxpayers in thar 

district. 

At the district office, the 500 returns will be screened by 

classifiers. These classifiers, who are revenue agents and tax auditor; 

on teTiporary detail, use thei; experience and judgment to determine 

which c; the 500 returns warrant audit and which do not. A return, fot- 
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example, rsay have received a high score because of an unusually large 

deduction but the classifier may see so,lethir,g the computer could not-- 

such as supporting documentation at!?.: -.4 to the return--and, based on 

that, Gil determine that the re'rj!. not warrant audit, 

If the decision is made that 1 ret::-n warrants audit, the 

classifier must then decide whether t' ,.e audit should be done by a revenue 

apnt or a tax auditor. i'le basic criter'on in making this decision is 

the compiexity of the ret..rn-- the more complex returns go to revenue 

agents. If the classifier deci?k that a revenue agent shciurd do the 

audit, the retu is fortiarded to a group manager who may also look at 

the return to see if jr warrants audit. If he decides that it doesS he 

assigns it to d revenue agent. The agent will review the return, decide 

v;*nat issuer, he want., to cover during the audit, ;nd then contact the 

taxpayer to make arrangements for the atldit. 

If the classifier determines that the audit should be done by a 

tax auditor, ttie classifier, rather than the auditor, will select the 

issues to be co\ered during the ;Ibdit using judgment and experience as 

a guide. The return will usually then go to a central control group 

which mails a letter to the taxpayer ad&sing him of the audit and its 

scope. After the taxpayer mails in his support or just before the tax- 

payer is due for his intc:view, a group manager will receive the return 

from the central control group and assign it to a tax auditor. 

. I*!e evalu;ted the DIF system, and found it to be an effective way 

to select retflrns for audit. There is one unanswered question, however, 

namely: to what extent do classifiers affect the selection process? 
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Past evaluations of DIF have concentrated XI tk computer phase and 

virttially ignored the classifier. We did not evaluate the c!assifier's 

effect bec*:ll:e we would have ha' to disrupt IRS' operations tut, core 

importantly, because we believe that IRS is in a better position to 

make such an evalustion. 

There is little doubt that the classifier influences the I'esults 

obtained from auditing DIF-selected returns because he decides whether 

they should be audited and, in most cases, decides which issues should 

be covered during the audit. Ne thereforE recommended that IRS measure 

the extent of this influence and while IRS appeared to recognize the 

need to measure the classifier's effect, they did not indicate a strong 

k:illingness to do so. 

One basic problem lqe noted with the DIF system was that a person 

who overassesses his tax liability is :ess 1iZely to have his return 

selected for audit than the person who underassesses his 1iaSSliQ This 

restlts in part because of a bias built into the DIF formulas but primarily 

because it is difficuit for a classifier to identify an overassessor by 

looking at his return. Classifiers do not canscicusly ignore the 

overassessor; they just cannot identify him. IRS told us that it has 

taken steps to eliminate the bias in the formulas and plans -0 take 

others, directed at the classifier, to insure that a representative 

number of returns involving overassessments are audited. 

The District F.udit Process- 

No matter how a return is selected for audit, the district office 

audit process is the same. IRS notifies the taxpayer of the audit 

and its scope, examines his support, evaluates the adequacy of that 
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support, and advises him of the audit findings. Revenue agents usually 

conduct their audits at the taxpayer's residence or at his or his 

representative's place of business. Tax auditors usually conduct their 

audits at an IRS office. In fiscal year 1975, tax auditors did about 

Kl pet-zent of all audits done at distrjct offices. 

IRS examiners generally Llsed their authorfty with discretion. \!e 

did note certain practices, however, that warrant IRS' attention. 

Inconsistent Treatment 

In some cases, IRS’ decision to assess additional taxes is based 

solely on the information in the return because t'le taxpayer failed 

to respond to [RS' letter notifying him of the audit and as',ing him to 

provide support fsr certain items. IRS is justified in disallo\tina 

deductions if the taxpayer ignores IRS’ request for substantiation. 

I:'hat concerns us is hew IRS knok.5 v:hether the taxpayer is ignoring the 

request or siTply never received it. %'e recomended that IRS, k!hen 

adjusting a taxpayer's return in this type situation, make it clear to 

the taxpayer that IRS h;d sent him a previous ?etter asking for support 

for certain items, that the items are now being disallowed because he 

failed to provide the :u@ort, and that it will reconsider its find-;nc_s 

if support is provided. IRS agreed >;ith this recommer.dation. 

After an examiner completes his audit, he has to decide bihether 

the taxpayer oV:es more taxes, has paid too much and is due a refund, 

or has correctly ;reosred his re:urn. If an examiner finis errors on 

the return but ccnsiders them insignificant from a tax standpoint, he 

can close the case "no-ch30ge," just like he would if he had fcund no 
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errors. IRS has no uniform cri:teria, however, for deciding if an error 

is insign.ificant. Thus examiners use their OWE? discretion in making 

this decision. 

Examiners' decisions in this regard are sometimes influenced by 

the amount o f the taxpayar's income or reported tax liability and 

sometimes very depending on whether ti-e audit was conducted by 

correspondence or i:,terview. Thus, tire taxpayers in similar sitzationr, 

may be treated differently depending on who dudits their returns. One 

taxpayer may be billed for additional tax while the other has his case 

closed PO-change, or a taxpayer may or may not be billed for additional 

tax, dnpending on his &ncome. Accordingly, we recon;llended that IRS 

establish uniform criteria ani treat all taxpayers equally, regardless 

of their income or reporteu :dx liability. IRS agreed. 

Appeal Gohts --- 

IRS' procedures require an examiner, after completing an audit, to 

explain the basis of the prcposed adjustments to the taxpayer and to 

attempt to obtain the taxpayer's agreement to those adjustments. 

Every taxpayer has the right to appeal an examiner's findings. Some 

examiners, however, said they advise a taxpayer of his rights oz:y if he 

disagrees with the findings --tile assucption being that a taxpayer who 

agrees has nothing to appeal. This assunption is debatable. 

We took a valid random sa?Ile of 1,175 of the 181,000 taxpayers 

in the Ealtirnorep Cheyenne, Los Angeles, and New Orleans districts whose 

aud:'ts were closed in 1973. AScut a00 taxpayers, or 72 percent, respo-Ided 

to the questionnaires we sent ttlem. The re;Fcnses indjcated that cniy 

42 percent of the taxpayers who agreed to district office audit findings 

did so because they understood w'ly their returns had to be changed. 
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The responses also indicated that 25 percent of the taxpayers in 

the four districts who were audited by the district offices and who were 

told they owed more taxes were not advised of their appea! rights. 

IRS' procedures require the examiner to advise the taxpayer of his 

appeai rights after the taxpayer indicates he disag;ees with the findings. -- 

That procedure should be changed. The examiner should remind the 

taxpayer of his appeal rights before he attempts to obtain the taxpayer's 

agreement. Only then can IRS be sure th-it taxpayers are not agreeing 

simply because they are unacare of the alternatives. 

The first avenue of appeal is meeting tiith the examiner‘s supervisor. 

This convenicnc and inexpensive procedure is being ignored by most 

taxpayers. Only about 6 percent of the respondents to our questionnaire 

who were told they ot:ed more taxes indicatrc they had requested a meeting 

with the examiner's supervisor. A taxpayer may disagree with an examiner's 

findings but not have the time or money to use the more formal avenues of 

appeal--district conference, appellate conference, and the courts. But 

a meeting Gth the examiner's supervisor is more informal and can often 

be arranged the same day as the audit. 

Therefore, we recommended that IRS inform all tax;?ayers of their 

appeal rights, especially the right to meet kiitb the examiner's supervisor9 

after the examiner hzs explained his audit findings but before seeking 

agreement to those findings. IRS agreed to revise its instructions to 

require examiners to remind taxpayers of their right to meet with 

supervisors. IRS did not agree to remind taxpayers of their appeal 

richer _,-> before asking them to agree to the audit findings. -- 
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We also inquired into the post-audit review procedures of group 

managers and district office review staffs as a means of evaluating 

IRS' controls against unwarranted assessments-. Although many audits are 

not subjected to post-audit review and although it is fair to assume that 

some erroneous adjustments are going uncorrected, we saw no need tc 

recommend cb,anges in IRS' review procedures. It would be impractical to 

expect group managers to review every completed audit considering all 

their other duties, and the purpose of the review staff is not to review 

every audit but rather to review enough audits to provide a statistical.ly 

valid measure of the general quality of district audits. We believe 

that the problem OF erroneous adjustments could be alleviated if 

taxpayers were advised of their right to meet wit the examiner's 

supervisor and if taxpayers took advantage of that right. Such a 

meeting would, in effect, cause a review of the examiner's findings by 

the supervisor. 

IRS Audits - Taxoayer Point of Viev 

Audited taxpayers who responded to our questionnaire generally 

reacted favorably as to how IRS treated them and the manner in which 

IRS conducted its audits. 

Of the taxpayers who had district audits 

--72 percent believed IRS gave tta:m the benefit 
of the doubt or treated them fairly, 

. 
--82 percent felt that IRS treated them courteously 

or somewhat sop 

--92 percent considered the time set for the audit 
reasonable, 

--77 percent had their returns prepared by commercial 
or professional preparers, 
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--oniy 42 bercent of those who agreed to all or part 
of the tax change resulting from audit, understood 
the need for the change, and 

--audit practices in the 4 districts were generally 
uniform. 

Our analysis showed several differences between ta):payers who 

experienced a service center audit and those who experienced a dfstrjct 

audit. Taxpayers v/ho had service center audits 

--had smaller tax increases but fexer no change audits, 

--were more likely to have prepared their OW-I tax 
tax returns, and 

--were more likely to understand why their returns were 
changed. 

IRS‘ PLANNIlCG PRCCESS 

Questior,s often arise as to hoer IRS allocates its audit effort 

among the various classes of individual taxpayers and'r.!lether a person's 

chances of being audited vary depending on lqhere he lives. tie addressed 

these questions through a review of IRS’ long and short range planning 

process. 

The basic decision as to how IRS' audit effort is going to be 

allocated among the various taxpayer classes is made when IRS prepares 

its 5 year long-range plan. During the period of our review, IRS was 

using what it termed a "balanced strategy" in preparing its long-range 

plans. This strategy calied for improving voluntary compliance in those 

classes where compliance was !OW, such as the low income business class, and 

assigning remaining auditing staff to the rest of the classes on the basis 

of est!-lted tax yield. 

Each year IRS prepares a nationai audit plan as a step towards 

meeting its long-range plan. The basic decision as to hoh IRS’ audit 
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effort is going to be distributed geographically is made during this 

annual planning process. The ntiticnal office allocates its plan to 

the seven regional offices based on the relative level of compliance 

;n each region. Thus a region where compliance appears low would be 

allocated a larger portion of the planned audit work than one where 

compliance appears high. Under ideal conditions, IRS’ allocation of 

its plan would be based entirely on compliance. 1% is forced, hcwever, 

to adjust its compliance-based allocation to account for imbalances 

between the number of audits that should be done in a particular 

geographical area and the audit staff available to do them. Thus, 

in the end, some taxpayers are audited or not audited merely because 

of bqhere they live. 

Aithough !RS prepares its plans with ths intent of improving 

compliance in those c'asses where it is low, it is not entirely 

successful in achieving that objective. As shown on the chart, IRS 

exceeded its total plan in both 1974 and 1975 and in some classes it 

exceeded its,plan quite significantly. Nith your permission Ilr. Chairman, 

I would like to have the chart inserted in the record at this point. 
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Audit Class ---_ 

Form 1040 - statad~rd 

Non business under $10,000 - itemized 

Nun bu%incss $iO.OOO under $50.000 

Non business !&..UJU and over 

Dusiness under $10,000 

Business $lO,OOO urldcr $30,000 

I llusincss $30,000 and over 
-. 
W Total 

I 

AUDITS I----- 

PLAN VS. ACTUAL ------ _ 

Fixdl Ycdr 1974 - _ - --- .___ .- 
Number 0 f Aud I ts 

---_- _. .-- 
Percent ~. . _I -__ _ I 

I‘ I II II nctu,l I of Plan _--_- ---_ -- 

Ir ,.031 

412,359 

504 .fMi 

45,391 

131.79D 

57,679 

57.082 

L4-G4,2_6 
----- 

232.053 

561 ,421 

606.363 

38,339 

121.703 

12.30,, 

53 902 --- 

1 G:IG 685 2- .-2 -_ ___- 

119 

119 

120 

86 

92 

125 

94 

115 

107.560 220.909 118 

485.010 551,393 116 

675,290 689.459 102 

58.765 59,230 101 

150.305 135.3119 90 

76.105 97,544 120 

73.565 - 73634 --- 101 

Voluntary 
oyJiance Lcvrl 

1Y&-----~ lY/3 
I _ -  . . _  “ “ m  

95.2 93.7 

88.5 85.3 

9G.l 35.7 

94.1 95.2 

6U.7 56.6 

07.8 86.0 

91.2 90.6 

92.7, 92.3 



In both years, however, IRS failed to meet its plan in the low 

income business class which has the worst compliance ievel by far. 

In 1974, for example, tax auditors did 232,100 more dudits than in 

1973. Ninety percent of the additional audits were done in the medium 

nonbusiness class krhich has historically been the best complying ciass. 

The number of audits in the IOX income business class actually went 

down between i973 and 1974. This is inconsistent with IRS' stated 

objective of improving compli ante through audits. We know that IRS 

devidted from its 1974 plan to meet a commitment it had made to the 

Congress to increase audits and assessments if it received additional 

audit staff. IJe oo not knoiv what happened in 1975 to cause IRS to fall 

short of its plan in the low income business class. 

Given (1) the need to assure equity in tax law administration and 

(2) IRS' previous deviation from its plan, ;;fe believe the Congress should 

discuss with IRS its decisions regarding audit coverage. To do this the 

Congress needs sufficient data. Therefore, we recommend that the Congress 

request IRS to provide it detailed information on its audit plans, orobably 

as p?rt of IRS' annual appropriation request. 

Although IRS' planning process is basically sound, we recommended 

that IRS more fully consider service center audits in the planning process 

because, as it now stands, IRS virtually ignores these audits in deciding 

how it is going to achieve its cr\mpliance goals. Also IRS should accelerate 

its research into factors that influence compliance to determine if audit 

coverage is as significant a factor as IRS assumes in its planning process. 
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filthough we saw no evidence of quotas for individual examiners, 

some examiners felt pressured to complete audits and felt that this 

pressure prevented them from doing a quality job. Ele believe that the 

annual plan, by calling for a certain number of audits to be completed 

in a certain number of staff years, could be the catalyst for this 

pressure if the time it allows for each audit is unreasonable. We 

have reason to believe that the time constraints built into the plan are 

unreasonable and we recommended that IRS look into it. 

This concludes my prepared statement. He would be pleased to respond 

to questions. 
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Sr ex azine3. (;.k3 an5 IRS tests ‘nave deter- 
e i .? e 3 t 5 a t L&A - 3 ch:- syston is ezfective, but 
4-‘h5=3 C..““” tests have concentrated on the use of 
s-.e coc?.2ter. Little has Sren Bcne as yet 
7.0 ~VC?lUZt~? the effectiveness of the- manual 
screer?er. (See 2~. 28 and 41.) 



--a return filed by a taxsayer for years other 
than the ~32 being audited or 

--a return -: bd a> another ta>t3aver that may 
ha TV e a bearing on the return seihg audited. 

To obtain such a return the extminer merely 
completes a requisition and indicates, by 
cade : a general reason for wanting i:. F’or 

exampie, code 49 aeans “prior year return” 
and cade 50 m4dnS “partner .‘I sut the exa- 
miner does not have to provide additional 
explanation as to why he needs the return. 
(See p. 25.) 

IFS believes that these codes suf?iciently ex- 
Dlain whv the * 4 returns are being reguested and 
that any questions akut zl;i examiner’s need 
for a return ca;l be asked by the supervisor 
before he a?pro.;es the regLest. 

GAO disagrees. There is no assurance that 
the supervisor vi11 ask any guesticns and 

.the codes alone do not explain to sugervisors 
and other level: of management 

--why the examiner wants the return, 

--what he fodnd in auditing the primary return 
that aroused hi: interest in a secondary re- 
turn, 2nd 

--the significance of gxestions that the exa- 
.mlner wants -Lo pursue on the requested re- 
turn. 

Answers to these questions are important if 
s?.S wants to be sure that examiners are re- 
que,,, _ L c+;r,o returns for valid reasons. ( See 
p. 26.) 

Tile ConmissiJner of Internal Reve?.ue should 
req.2ire examiners, when requesting zrecific 
returns, to explain on t::cir requisitions 
why tt.ey need the feEurns sc that the re- 
gues!s ran be adequately evaluated. (See 
p. 23.) 
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can r ez.conatSlv Se aczo~aiisi7ed i2 zhe ftlture, 

--t=\r ‘r -w;ar r:C;..L... t0 22ccver factczs affecting 
*- ,=x~eyer ccc?1 iance , 



i3S does r,7;1 agree that it shouid consider the 
ixp.2t of a!1 service cente: - audits on conpl i- 
ante in dc:elo?ing its _ _ 1032-ranae audit plan 
because 

--nest of these audits do not fall within IRS’ 
definition of “audit,” 

--it would be difficult to estimate the xork- 
load ti?at these aildits would Generate in 
anv .s Given yeart and 

--IX dcubts that these audits, in total, 
have t!le saze overall effect on con?liance 
as do district office audits. 

GA5 believes that IX’ definition of audit 
is 
iS 

too -,L:ictive for ~lzrzing purposes, Xl?S r.=cr 
seeki7.g u~necessarv creeisen2ss in its 

Pi a .lZ in; process by ciaiT!ing that it would be 
difficul: to estimate workioad, and there is 
arr.?le reason ;o believe se effect of service 
c 3 :: t er audits on texnayer cox:plitr.ce .is sub- 
stantial. (See 7. 57.) 

IFtS 215ns to continlue sear . 2 n 1 !I c for econoni- d 
Cal Ka;a to assess t h e factors affectinq tax- 
ya\,e: co!-.?liance md 22:‘s it wLI- consider the ;11 
l;;'.?a -:t cf service center acditc in anv such 

A assess:Tt5rit 0 (See 23. 56 and 52.) 

-^ i--a agrees tLadL i 2 6 norc cr,iforr;;itv is Reeded in 
6 0 ‘,. 2 f 0 3 i T, c wozk~lans and thzt it should re- 
frzlr? irsi comittin? itself to a specific 
nm’ber of -al>dits or LiTOU3il 0: r revenue in 
jcstlr ‘-yin3 its requests for additional audit 
staff. IFS does not agree that a controlled 
c’udy is ..c necessary to e*;aluste the reasonable- 
cess of ‘Lhe tixe constraints i~zosed 02 its 
examiners. ILL has an alternative aF?roach, 
hci;ever , that should he12 ;lLeviafe the ap- 
3are.l,A4 &‘V unreason3Sle pressure bein? felt by 
so32 e>:aYrl,rner s to close cases S’J!I, in GAO’S . . os:~lorl f 
ti.r,e 

falls char; of assuring reasonable 
COnSt:aiRtS. (See 22. 69, 73, and 76.) 

. I 
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In 1375 the Internal Zevenue Service (IRS) 
aui i ted 3.16 million individual income tax 
returns out of 81.3 million filed, result- 
ing in recommended additional tax and pcnal- 
tics cf $1.4 billion. 

IX cxzzi.ners hz*,-e a difficult job consider- 
inc chat tax la.ws 
e p j 

arc comnlex and chan?i.ng 
. zkat they rnuzt deal with all types of 

oersons in an adversary atmosphere. 
iiave 

They 
to evaluate evidence furnished by tax- 

payers ar,d decide what additional tax and 
penzltizs, if any, to recommend. 

Generally, examiners use their authority t;ith 
discretion. Hoi4ever : taxpayc,~ are not always 
treated consistently. (See p. 22.) 

I,; ost tjx>el!ers are asse ssed additiocal tax 
only aftll- r an examiner has reviec:ed their 
returns and suS?ortinq books.and records. 
C---a L V.6. - tax:cayers, however, are assessed addi- 
tio~ai tax tased solely or: 2 rr-vie*2 of their 
rekurzs because the: failed to respond to 
IRS ’ letter notifyii;g them of the audit and 
aS%!qc -- - theIT To provide certain support. Rea- 
SO2S c ; -; 2 2 -- taxsayers for these assessments 
are -,- 2 J ;: 0 d - and could result in their asreeinq 
tG asscssr.ents :hat t;iey do not understand. 

ry=- ir.ers cse i. ..‘.L carving criteria in detcrmininc 
ichether their acd‘it findings are sianificant 
ensc~:? to warrsnt assessment of additional 
tax. PAS a retult, 
sitr;azicn might 

two tar:Fayers in a similar 
be treated differently de- 

cendinc cr, zho examines tkeir returns. 

Sore axaminers present their findin?, to 
cax;ayers wit:-.out edvisinrJ them of their 
ap?eZ 1 Thus r 7any taxpayers may 
‘c e 

riqhts. 
“Z;Zeei3~” to hadit findir;qs that they 

,” r -.:.- ,, 0 
s-. -- 
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